FEEDBACKS

Here are some comments on the Conference from our participants/ speakers:
•

Indeed it was a great conference, all the sessions, arrangements and hospitality was
great. I had great time at your nursing institute. Once again a big thanks to entire team
of highly enthusiastic team (Kotamballi N. Chidambara Murthy, Principal Scientist,
Central Research Laboratory Ramaiah Medical College and Hospitals).

•

Indeed it was my pleasure to be a part of such an wonderful event. You are grateful and
fortunate to have an Organisation support and team,. Without them i do not think it
was possible (Dr P. Venkatachalam, Professor in Human Genetics, Associate Dean
(Research),7, Deputy Facility Management, (Centre for Experimental Toxicology), Sri
Ramachandra Medical).

•

Thanks - I enjoyed the conference and the visit to India. All the best. (Charles Limoli,
Ph.D.Professor,Vice Chair, Research & Academic Affairs, Dept. of Radiation
Oncology, University of California).

•

Thank you madam. Congratulations on successfully conducting this conference. It was
indeed a great success! (Dr. Kamalaksh, KMC Observer, A.J. Institute of Medical
Sciences, Mangalore).

•

Thanks for the email. No doubt, ICRB 2018 was well organized and the arrangement
and hospitality extended were commendable. I have no hesitation to congratulate the
organizers in successfully organizing the conference. The only negative point I can

point out is that the large number of the parallel sessions could have
avoided.

been

This can be looked into in future meetings (Dr CKK Nair, Director of

Research, St.Gregorios Dental College & Research Centre,Kothamangalam
686681,Kerala, India).

•

Thank you very much for your kind courtesy and good words. Also I would like to
thank you for the opportunity given to me in taking part in the conference. I congratulate
you for successfully organizing the international conference. (Dr. Somashekarappa
Hiriyur Mallaiah CARRT, Mangalore University).

•

The Workshop and Conference was very well organized. Hearty congratulations for the
same. I once again thank for having given me the opportunity for an invited talk in the
workshop and chairing a technical session of the Conference. I wish many more success
in the coming days (Dr. Prashantha Naik, Professor and Chairman, Dept of P.G.
Studies and Research in Biosciences, Mangalore University.)

•

Indeed, it is a wonderful experience to be a part of ICRB-2018. We enjoy your excellent
hospitality, scientific sessions, personal and professional interactions with other
eminent scientists participated in the conference came from within country and abroad.
All and everything was excellent. The interaction with Vice Chancellor NITTE
University, Dean and vice Dean Dr. Satish Shetty and convener of ICRB madam Dr.
Suchetha Kumari ji was memorable. Being your collaborator we will definitely in
touch in future. INMAS is always with you in all future scientific programme. Let us
do something great and meaningful for the society and our beloved country
(Dr.Rajkumar, Scientist, Radiation Biotechnology Lab, INMAS, Delhi).

•

Firstly, I thank the organizing committee for their wonderful conference. It was indeed
a “Real” International Conference. I have attended 9 conferences in last five years, and
in all the earlier ones I have seen the same faces and almost similar talks with minute
alterations. But in this conference, I could really feel the international trend and updates.
The arrangements, the hospitality, the food, the cultural bonanza and the heart of the
conference “ Scientific sessions” were worth attending with less description and more
discussion deep in the subjects. The speakers were aware of the current need and

expertise in their own fields. Multiple rooms/halls with multiple sessions was a real
treat for the curious science minds. The poster sessions were apt and covered the topics
worth knowing for graduates to scholars. In one sentence, I can say that “this was one
of the best and meticulously organized international Conferences in southern India (Dr.
Siddaraju, University College, Mangalore).

